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Advocates Hand Deliver Public Comments Opposing Annova LNG Fracked Gas 
Export Terminal to TCEQ 

 
Austin, TX -- Today, advocates delivered more than 1,100 public comments to the 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) from Texans opposing the 
proposed Annova LNG fracked gas export terminal. The TCEQ is responsible for 
reviewing the air quality permit for Annova LNG to release hazardous air pollution. 
 
Annova LNG is one of three fracked gas export terminals proposed near Port Isabel, 
TX, the cumulative impacts of which could be devastating for local communities. 
“Texans from across the state have spoken out countless times in opposition to Annova 
LNG and the other fracked gas projects proposed for our community,” said Sierra Club 
Brownsville Organizer Rebekah Hinojosa. “These terminals would demand more 
fracking from across the state, industrialize our pristine coastline, subject our 
communities to increased pollution, and threaten the area’s diverse wildlife. We 
shouldn’t have to make these sacrifices so that fossil fuel companies can export more 
fracked gas overseas.” 
 
“Annova LNG is just one of three export terminals that plan to bulldoze our pristine 
lands and release hazardous pollution into our air,” said Patrick Anderson with Save 
RGV from LNG. “Locals have made it clear that we are opposed to this project. The 
cities that would be impacted have all passed anti-LNG resolutions, and the Point Isabel 
School district denied a tax abatement for Annova LNG.” 
 
Any decision made on the air permit by the TCEQ does not give the project approval to 
build. The project is awaiting a final decision on the permit from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) by July 18, 2019.  
 
For photos or video of today’s delivery, contact Rebekah Hinojosa at 
Rebekah.Hinojosa@sierraclub.org. 
 
About Save RGV from LNG 



Save RGV from LNG is a community-led coalition which has been raising economic, 
environmental, and community concerns about the proposed LNG complex in the Port 
of Brownsville for several years. 
  
About the Sierra Club 
The Sierra Club is America’s largest and most influential grassroots environmental 
organization, with more than 3 million members and supporters. In addition to helping 
people from all backgrounds explore nature and our outdoor heritage, the Sierra Club 
works to promote clean energy, safeguard the health of our communities, protect 
wildlife, and preserve our remaining wild places through grassroots activism, public 
education, lobbying, and legal action. For more information, visit www.sierraclub.org. 
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